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i. Adjustable Life

a. Non-par approach

b. Is the current par product dynamic enough?

2. Universal Life concepts

3. Indexed Coverages

4. Term Insurance plus accumulation fund

5. Level Premium Term to i00

6. Revertible Term

MR. SPENCER KOPPEL: In 1965, when Combined Insurance Company determined
that the time was right for it to enter the life insurance market, Walter
Chapln was hired as a consultant. Walter suggested a product concept from
which was designed that first "prototype" adjustable policy. It was adjust-
able in that it permitted the policyholder to, at his option, adjust his
face amount. There were llndtatlons, however, as to the length of time fol-
lowing policy issue and as to the increase in the face amount that could be
made.

In 1978, Combined determined that it had a large base of policyholders who
could not, as a result of the lim/tations placed on the original pollcy, buy
any additional coverage from us. We frequently received requests for In-
creased coverage, since our policyholders were accustomed to the "adjustabil-
ity" concept. However, a review of the details of Walter Chapln's approach
as detailed in his paper, indicated to us that, while it was appropriate for
newly issued participating policies, there were several characteristics of
non-partlcipatlng policies which required a special approach.

More specifically, the product which he describes in his paper assumed the

valuation basis and gross premium loading basis remained constant for the
life of the policy, regardless of any subsequent changes in the future eco-
nomic conditions and regardless of the amount of insurance purchased. While
this is feasible for a participating product wherein the dividends can be
raised or lowered in the future to adjust for the relationship between the
premium and current conditions, such a device is not directly available to

a non-partlclpatlng company.
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The non-par product could be set at an artificially high premium in order

to provide those guarantees, but it would be uncompetitive. Conversely, it

could be set at a competitive rate, but then the policy's adjustability fea-

ture would have to be more limited.

In studying the Chapin paper it occurred to me that one need not totally

integrate each purchase of additional amounts of insurance into the previous

amounts. This was the concept which underlies the approach to non-partici-

pating adjustable policies described in the paper. The concept has been

referred to as a "building block" approach by some, Correspondingly, the

approach outlined by Mr. Chapin might be called an "integrated" approach.

In fact, as I will mention later, the building block approach permits added

flexibility to the types of coverage which can be offered beyond merely

permitting the guarantees of adjustability.

The building block approach solved several problems posed by the integrated

approach which we faced in designing our non-participating policy.

i. Gross premium scales

If gross premiums are required to be increased for new issues

in the future due to unfavorable mortality or expense levels,

we would not want to be required to guarantee the old basis

on existing policies for purchases of increased face amounts.

Conversely, where prevailing gross premiums offered by other

companies are reduced, we would want to be competitive as

regards increased face amount purchases when compared with

premium rates available to the prospect on new issues of a

separate policy.

The building block approach permits the policy's premium

loading formula to change when such conditions change, Just

as would be done on a conventional policy. The changed loading

formula would apply to amounts of insurance purchased following

the date of its adoption; previous loading formulas could

continue to apply to amounts purchased before that date.

2. Nonforfeiture basis

This is somewhat akin to the gross premium scale problem, since

the cash value scale offered affects the premium. Again, we

would want to be in line with the scale of values a policy-

holder could obtain from purchase of a new policy. If the

trend is toward lowering the per thousand cost of insurance by

lowering the cash value scale, then we wanted to be able to

provide the same availability.

Again, this approach permits the policy's nonforfeiture basis

to change for amounts purchased subsequent to the date of

adoption of a new basis and remain the same for prior amounts

purchased.
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3. Record Keeping

While at first blush the building block approach may seem to
create administrative problems, current data-base concepts
to data processing systems seem to fit this approach very well.

A problem which we felt with the integrated approach was the
calculation and verification of commissions payable where a
policy orlglnallywrltten by one agent and subsequently orphaned
was adjusted by a second agent. If a policyholder were to

increase coverage and shortly thereafter return to the previous
face amount the company would probably want to remove the second
agent from the commission record. The building block approach
permits maintaining sufficient information for this to be done
easily.

Other simplifications which result from the building block
approach are maintaining lapse and mortality data by duration
since purchase of each segment, maintaining incontestability
and suicide dates, and amounts and duration of deferred acqui-
sition cost assets and benefit reserves for GAAP purposes.

By keeping records of dates of adjustment and therefore the
date of purchase of any added face amount, a separate record
for each segment permits easier checking of statement values.

4. Substandard Insureds

If a policyholder purchases an adjustable policy while a
standard insured and subsequently becomes impaired (but still

insurable), companies using the integrated approach are faced
with a similar problem as the problem of changed valuation
bases. The buildln_ block approach also resolves this problem
by permitting the company to issue only the increased face
amount at the substandard rate. The policyholder is, in effect,
guaranteed all prior face amounts in the classes to which he
belonged at the time of their purchases.

5. Cost Disclosures

It is as yet unclear as to exactly how cost disclosure formulas
apply to adjustable pollcies. Do they apply to the total change
or merely to the increase in face amount? If a policyholder
changed plan without changing face amount (by changing his
premium), current formulas would render meaningless results on
a "per thousand" basis. I believe that to be consistent, it is
most logical to apply these formulas to increases in face amounts
only. The company can do this readily, without reference to
prior face amounts using the building block method. This can
also be seen to be administratively simpler.

The adjustable life concept applied to meet specific situations, may well
resolve the non-par actuary's challenge to develop a product which can be
adopted to the changes in soclo-economic conditions. Even though the for-
mulas in the paper I presented do not provide a change in the premium,
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interest rate or mortality basis on previously purchased face amounts, there
is nothing which would prevent the company, with the policyholder's agreement,
if necessary, from changing the basis to a more generous one. Replacement
problems could perhaps be avoided as a result.

Of course, the adjustable concept already meets the needs of a policyholder
to change from an investment type plan, to one with less of an investment
element.

Once one gets over the initial shock of the adjustable llfe policy, and
more specifically the building block approach, it becomes relatively easy
to conceive of having an adjustable policy which can take the form of de-
creasing term, renewable term, and even annuities all in the same policy
document. The policy segment approach permits the combination of benefits
such as this into a single policy document.

For example, a policyholder may have a policy which provides:

$50,000 Whole Life

$i00,000 Decreasing Term to 65 and,
$i,000 per month deferred annuity at age 65,

Each might have its own valuation-nonforfeiture basis and its own premium
basls, and each may also be adjustable.

The above illustrates I believe, the level of total flexibility which can

result from the building block approach to the adjustable policy.

MR. ALAN W. SIBIGTROTH: Spencer, I have a number of questions about this
approach. First of all, I would llke to discuss briefly the statutory re-
quirements that relate to your contract after issue. Your paper says: "The
system is based upon the principle that when the policyowner increases his
face amount, the reserve basis and non-forfeiture law in effect at the time
of such increase, including the mortality and interest rate and the maximum
expense allowance, control the values associated with that increased face
amount." My understanding of the valuation and non-forfeiture law is that

the valuation standard in effect at the time the policy was issued controls
for the life of the contract. Have you received any reaction from the states
as to whether or not you do have the ability to change your pricing basis and
reserve basis on face amount adjustments after issue? After all, you are

issuing a single contract and the face amount, premiums and cash values are
all combined into a single unit.

MR. KOPPEL: This is a situation where the old valuation basis and gross
premium structure are no longer competitive or Justifiable under current
conditions. We have to recognize the only alternative to permitting separate
valuation bases is to not issue additional amounts and instead require the
issue of a new policy. We have submitted in the policy filings a description
of this in detail and the reaction to our concept has been quite favorable.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: If you have a contract that provides for a continuum of
premium rates and cash values, what do you foresee in the way of new products
that might come into the market place at a later time and, how might you add
them to Adjustable Life? For example, suppose you wanted to have a contract
with a higher scale of cash values or a different scale of premiums or sup-
pose that stiff term competition required that you introduce a lower premium
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10 year level term plan? How do you deal with many of the constraints imposed

on the pricing basis for this plan because of the premium continuum?

MR. KOPPEL: I am not sure you cannot. I think it is possible, for example,

to have in your portfolio two separate adjustable llfe policlesl one which

contains minimum cash values and a particular gross premium structure, and

another, which was marketed to a different group of prospects, that has a

different set of cash value scales and a different gross premium structure.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: Cash values for your Adjustable Life approach reflect new

surrender charges when the face amount is increased but surrender charges

are not imposed when the plan changes to a higher premium plan without a cor-

responding face amount increase. We find that the distribution costs, commis-

sions and field overhead are about five to six times as important as the cost

of underwriting and issue. This suggests that changes in premium are more

important than the changes in face amount in setting cash values. Do you

think that is the right way to go on cash values?

MR. KOPPEL: What I found in the development of my paper and in the develop-

ment of the product which Combined writes, is that there is no perfect scheme

for developing the right expense allowance formula, as to what it should be

applied towards. Particularly, if one is going to develop different valuation

and cash values bases for each segment, that is the logical basis on which to

adopt an expense allowance formula. I thought about the questions as to the

effects of specific changes on the expense allowance amount. A problem could

occur in the extreme case when a policyholder wanted to change from a term

insurance plan to an endowment plan. The added premium associated with the

endowment plan would have to have sufficient loading to cover the fact that

there would not be any additional surrender charge associated with that change.

MR. DAVID R. CARPENTER: I have a question Spence. Are you saying that you

think that because of its extreme flexibility, this type of adjustable llfe

product might be the only basic form a company might need in the future?

MR. KOPPEL: Virtually the only basic form. Alan and I had talked a bit, and

I have some doubts as to whether, perhaps, it could be sold as a straight

decreasing term plan because the loading formulas for adjustable policies

might not permit the ability to have that kind of plan. A company might want

to address several markets and might have several adjustable policies, but it

could use only adjustable policies for those purposes.

MR. CARPENTER: Very good. The only other remark I have is that I think

there is still a feeling on the part of some of us that even as flexible as

your design makes adjustable llfe sound, it is still extremely complex. The

reason is because you have done an excellent Job of playing the game, so to

speak, within the constraints of the current regulatory climate and those

constraints are many and they are varied. It is quite a challenge. I com-

pliment you for that. The next topic we are going to talk about is Universal

Life concepts, which concepts seem to challenge certain regulatory constraints.

The concept of Universal Life has been the subject of speculation and discus-

sion by many people over many years. To my knowledge, the first detailed

written presentation of the concept appeared in a paper presented by James

C. H. Anderson at the 1975 Pacific Insurance Conference. The foundation for

that conceptual description was a flexible premium annuity, with monthly
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renewable term rider or riders attached. There was complete flexibility re-
garding premium payments, so long as there was enough in the annuity fund to
charge for the monthly term insurance costs. The basic concept was that
premiums, less fairly modest front-end charges, would be accumulated in the
annuity from which the monthly costs of insurance would be deducted. Unfor-
tunately for this particular design, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 introduced
the concept of taxing annuity proceeds upon death in excess of the cost basis
(premiums). As a result, current development efforts utilize a llfe insurance

policy design, as opposed to an annuity design. The policy currently being
marketed by Life Insurance Company of California called "Total Life" is a

good example of the type of design currently being considered by several com-
panies, according to my information. Under Total Life, gross premiums less
premium-related charges are credited to the cash value; interest is credited
and costs of insurance are deducted. This process is substantially the same
as that inherent in the cash value development of any permanent life insurance
plan.

What are the major reasons for the current, swelling interest in this type
of contract?

First of all, if the llfe insurance industry wishes to stay in the
battle for savings dollars, it appears to need a product other than
conventional fixed premium, fixed dollar whole life or term insurance.
From the consumer's standpoint, the interest earnings element in a
typical permanent llfe insurance contract is not at all vlsihle or
easy to understand. It is normal for him to believe that the return

on his money is equal to the interest rate guaranteed in the cash
value calculation. How do you explain that the actuary uses interest
earnings in excess of that guaranteed, to offset other costs of carrying
the contract?

To continue this argument, the consumer also does not understand why
his permanent llfe insurance policy has to have such a high front-end
charge. That is, why does he have to wait for his cash value to
begin building up?

The flexibility provided by plans of the universal variety is quite
attractive to the current-day consumer. High mobility and changing
life styles dictate a degree of flexibility not found in our typical
permanent products.

For those of you who are not too familiar w_th the emerging product patterns
in this area, a more detailed description might be helpful. I will use Total
Life as my model, although some of what I am about to say may be based more
on concepts than the actual detail of the Total Life contract:

The contract is a lot like the Adjustable Life concepts of The Bankers
and Minnesota Mutual, with the significant, additional flexibility

that a plan change is not required each time there is a change in
premlumpayments.

Within a wide range of choice, the applicant selects the amount of

periodic premium he desires to start out with, the amount of any
additional premium he wishes to pay at the beginning of the contract,
and the amount of initial death benefit he desires. From each premium
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payment that is received, a percentage charge in the neighborhood of
5-10% of the premium is deducted for the purpose of paying premium

taxes, partial commissions, and issue costs.

On a monthly basis, costs of insurance are calculated and reflected
in the determination of cash values. These costs are based on the
net amount at risk and current cost of insurance rates determined

by the company, although rates based on '58 CSO are guaranteed on
the policy form. It is possible, by the way, to include a spouse
and children under the policy, so that comparable deductions for
costs of insurance would be made for them also.

During the first 12 policy months, an additional charge is deducted
at the beginning of each month equal to about $20 per policy plus
I0¢ per thousand of insurance in force.

After all of these deductions are made at the beginning of each
month, the net amount is accumulated for the month at a current
rate of interest as declared by the company.

The commissions on the policy are expressed as the sum of three
factors:

- X percent of each premium dollar received (probably less than
i0%):

- _ dollars per policy at time of sale (Y being a few hundred
dollars); and

- Z dollars per $i,000 of face amount at time of sale, with Z
varying by issue age.

So, depending upon the relationship between amount of premlun_age, and face
amount, the total commissions as a percentage of the premium received can
vary substantially.

One can see why this type of design would be attractive to the more sophisti-
cated buyer. There can, of course, be give and take on some of the numbers
I have spewed out, but the annual premium level probably has to be in the
neighborhood of $i,000 or more, before the attractiveness of the early cash
values and the attractiveness of the field compensation in dollar amount are
large enough to have chemistry take over.

Because of the high level of flexibility provided in a "Universal Life" style
Adjustable Life product, the actuary may have a challenge illustrating that
the minimum nonforfeiture requirements are met. This challenge is fairly
easy to meet using a retrospective approach. It is not so easy to meet using
a prospective approach. This situation is not dissimilar to challenges which
exist in demonstrating compliance on The Bankers and Minnesota Mutual versions
of Adjustable Life.

The federal income tax consequences of such a new product are, not surprising-

ly, still a little hazy. In my own opinion, it appears that there
are no unusual problems from the policyholder's perspective, with the possible
exception of losing the policy loan interest deduction by inadvertently viola-
ting the four out of seven rule.
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From a company tax standpoint, it seems likely that a company paying tax on
taxable investment income would not be able to take a full deduction for the

total amount of interest credited to the policy. Rather, the required inter-
est deduction would likely be calculated as for any other life insurance pol-
icy. There is also some question as to the appropriate reserve adjustment --
is it zero, or $21.00 per $i,000, or $5.00 per $I,0007

In the calculation of the gain from operations, it seems likely that where
excess interest is fully discretionary and based on experience, interest
credited in excess of the guaranteed amount would be treated as a deduction
under section 809 (d) (3), as amounts in the nature of dividends and, there-
fore, subject to a limitation on the amount of deduction which could be taken.
If, however, such excess interest were, for example, guaranteed for some rea-
sonable period (whatever that means), it is possible that a full deduction
for excess interest could be taken under section 809 (d) (i), as benefits.

The Universal Life style of Adjustable Life product carries its own set of
unknowns and potential problems, as would any new and innovative product.
However, relative to other adjustable llfe forms, it is my personal oDinlon
that it is less complex to the buyer and the agent -- and therefore more
salable -- and administratively less complex -- and therefore less costly --
to the company. And finally, based on what I have seen, it is a more competi-
tive product.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: I have a ntnnber of connnents. I see that there are two basic

issues with the Total Life design. The first is: Is this contract llfe
insurance? If so, then death proceeds would be exempt from income tax. Today

we are marketing many plans with different levels of risks, ranging from YRT
to single premium insurance. Total Life permits lump sum contributions with-
out a change in coverage. But the premium flexibility alone should not be
enough to change the tax status of this contract.

The other key issue is whether the insured has an unfettered right to the
cash values. If so, then it seems that interest income would be taxable as
it accrues and not deferred. Here we have a somewhat more cloudy question
because the owner of this contract has the right to make partial surrenders.
Is that right to make partial surrenders subject to the same kind of penalties
as someone who surrenders their cash value and loses all of their prospective
cove rage ?

The other question I have, coming from the standpoint of a mutual company, is
that with our agency system it would be hard for us to replace whole life
insurance with a commission rate that is around the level of a YRT commission

plus 3% of premium. That is about 10% of what we are now paying in the first
year on a permanent insurance plan..

The other comment I have is that some of the companies, as Dave has mentioned,
are in a Phase 0 tax position -- that is, they are taxed on their gain from
operations. As such, they do not have to pay tax on the interest that is
credited to policyholders. We, on the other hand, would pay some tax on
excess interest over the valuation rate. This permits them to illustrate very

high interest earnings over long periods of time. However, the concern I have
is that within I0 or 12 years, if they do sell a lot of this business, their
tax position may change to one based on taxable investment income and signifi-
cantly affect the interest that they would be able to credit.
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Lastly, this seems to be like a bank account plus some kind of term insurance

rider. If that is the case, how does an agent program somebody? How does

he tell a person what he needs to pay to keep his premiums level or to have

paid-up insurance at age 65? It seems to me that this is a way to preserve
the livelihood of actuarial consultants.

MR. CARPENTER: Alan, those were all excellent questions! I do not know

where to start. As I said, my own opinion is that there would be no unusual

problems with regard to taxes from the standpoint of the policyholder. This

is based on the assumption that the contract is carefully drafted and that

some of the points that Alan has made are watched quite closely. Again, the

tax situation with regard to some of these elements is still hazy. That is

going to be true of any revolutionary new product. Those questions are being

addressed right now and I guess I Just have to say that there are not any

definitive answers yet. The prognosis so far seems to be pretty good, espe-

cially with regard to the constructive receipt problem. That is probably

one of the lesser problems and can be solved by careful construction of the

contract.

You made an excellent point which I should have made: Where does this leave

a company that already has quite an investment in a career agent distribution

system? There are some problems. Those of you who are familiar with

Anderson's paper on the subject of the Cannibal Life Syndrome know what some

of those problems are. However, I was fairly careful not to define what

co_missions had to be. Obviously, you only have certain flexibility or else

it starts affecting the consumer orientation of the product with regard to

higher early values. From what I have seen so far, the agent selling the

product can make "enough" money. We all know that it is very difficult, how-

ever, tO convince a llfe insurance salesman that he can move over and take

commissions on a completely different basis which look a lot smaller to him

as a percentage of the premium that he is bringing in the first year. That

is a very real, very practical problem for some companies.

One other comment on the taxes. This design itself does not lose its glamour

if a company is in a taxable investment income tax phase -- Phase I or Situ-

ation B or whatever. The reason I say this is that one of the things that

makes this contract kind of sexy is that it brings out in the open, and makes

more visible to the consumer, the interest rate he is actually being credited.

If that interest rate is only seven percent because you had to pay out in

taxes three percent out of the ten you earned, it still looks a lot better

to him than the traditional contract where he always thought he was only

receiving four percent or less because that was the cash value interest rate.

Although the situation is a lot better, as is pointed out, for a company in

a tax loss carry forward position or G minus $250,000, I do not believe that

the plan concept goes completely down the drain with regard to a Situation B

company.

MR. KOPPEL: I have a comment which you can respond to if you wish. Universal

Life might well be a more appropriate product than Adjustable Life for the

very sophisticated, very high premium, as you mentioned, product or sale.

However, I think that there is a major segment out there where Universal Life

Just would not fit. Universal Life seems to be taking a giant step forward.

Adjustable Life may be a reasonable middle ground which our agents and our

potential policyholders can understand a little bit better than the Universal

Life concept at the present time.
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MR. CARPENTER: Just call it an honest difference of opinion. I sincerely
believe that although your first point is well taken -- that it is a quantum

leap forward -- I still feel conceptually that Universal Life is much easier
to explain, it is much easier for the consumer to understand, and I believe
it will prove to be much easier to admlnlster if for no other reason than
you do not have to reissue every time there is a premium change.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: A great deal has been said about term insurance and savings
fund insurance plans. Many have recently appeared on the market and more
will come. Rather than review the types of products sold, I will discuss our
research on this _roduet from the perspective of a large mutual company, and
how term insurance and an investment fund can be used as a tool to better

understand the price distinctions between these split plans and permanent
insurance.

Some time ago, we considered an insurance plan coupled wlth a side fund. Our
plan was comprised of three pieces :a permanent Insurance base, a term rider,
and a side fund that was applied to purchase paid up deferred life insurance.

All three pieces would be sold as a package although the owner did not have
to use all three but had to buy a basic layer of permanent insurance. We

felt this plan would be an answer to the"buy the best and _nvest the rest"
argument and offered a flexible selection of coverage and premium. We added
permanent insurance to boost agent compensation. Deferred life insurance at
age 70 was selected instead of an annuity or savings fund to avoid some tax
consequences and to streamline the administration. Packaging an annulty or
savings with a term death benefit posed several problems for us.

i. Interest earnings on a savings fund could be at a high rate but
the earnings would be currently taxable to the owner.

2. If an annuity with purchase guarantees were used the interest
return was mediocre, and interest earnings would be taxable at
death or surrender. This contrasts with permanent insurance,for
which the cash value gain is measured relative to full premiums
paid.

3. With deferred llfe insurance we avoided current tax on interest
and at death but had doubts the IRS would view this plan as a
unit.

As you know, commissions on permanent insurance are front-end charges. We
could not structure the contract to pay a corantissloncorrespondinR to perma-
nent plans and have a competitive price on the deferred llfe insurance addi.H
tions. A market level commission rate of say 4% on the deferred llfe pays
much less than the same premium on a permanent sale. Either agents or buyers
would find this plan unattractive.

The deferred life insurance component is similar to an investment, and might
require an investment-oriented sales approach. Commissioned agents might
resist shifting to new sales tactics when they already have a successsful
formula. Security brokers have been able to sell insurance for a number of
years, but sales have been disappointing. Actuaries create a wide array of

product designs. In the computer age, administration can adapt to new Ideas,
for the right price. But the capacity of the marketing to adapt to new sales

approaches is probably the least flexible.
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The combination of the three pieces produced an odd death benefit pattern -

the death benefit Jumps at age 70. If the insured stops paying premiums,

there may be a hole in the coverage until the deferred insurance becomes ef-

fective.

In our company, llfe insurance plans and annuities are processed in different

EDP systems. A llnk between systems or adaptation of one proved to be expen-

slve.

Financial Tool to Measure Relative Pricing of
Permanent and Term Insurance

Some term and investment products are very competitive next to permanent in-

surance. Total Life is one example, with a cash equity far ahead of our whole

llfe plan from the first year for the same premium. Much has been said about

the high dlstrlbutlon costs on permanent insurance which are not common to

term products. But this is not the whole story. Our analysis indicates that

over a 20 year period, federal income taxes, not excess field costs, are the

primary reason permanent insurance is less competitive. Federal income taxes

will grow in importance if interest rates remain at or above current levels.

On the other hand, distribution costs will decline in importance if premium

rates continue to fall. We find that for our Yearly Renewable Term plan and

an investment fund issued today at a new money rate of 9.5%, the fund equals

our cash values almost exactly in all years with deductions of:

i. 2.5% in the interest rate for federal income taxes, and

2. 150% of the excess whole llfe commlsslons,from the net amount

invested.

More on these results later, but let us explore the method. We set up a term

and investment fund that mimics the benefit of our whole llfe plan. The term

benefit plus the beginning of the year investment fund equals the permanent

plan face amount. Whole llfe outlays are reduced by the cost of one year

term insurance. The net amount is added to the fund and accumulated at an

assumed rate of interest for each year and the resulting fund compared to the

permanent plan cash values. In our first run, we made no other charges against

the net amount invested and assumed a 9.5% interest return corresponding to

new money rates. Not surprisingly, the investment fund plowed way ahead of
our cash values.

For a company that pays tax on investment income, application of the 10 for

1 rule for a 4% reserve interest rate reduced a 9.5% gross return to about 7%.

The deduction for policy interest is 9.5% (1.4 - .95) = 4.275%. The excess

of 5.225% is taxed at the 46% rate, leaving a net rate of 7%. We reran the

investment fund at a 7% interest rate.

We then made another deduction from the net amount invested for the excess

distribution costs on the permanent plan. These distribution costs were taken

each year as 150% of the dlfference in AWL commissions over the term commis-

sions. The 150% factor reflects direct commissions, first year manager over-

rides and marginal field expenses. The YRT premiums cover the issue, under-

writing, and other fixed costs. Investment funds were compared on this based
at 7% and 9.5% interest.

The 7% investment funds with the commission reduction were very close to whole

life cash values in each of the first 25 years, generally dlfferlng by no more

than ½% of the face amount.
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Relative Impact of Federal Income Taxes and Additional
Whole Life Commissions

$50_000 Whole Life Plan - Male Age 35

10th Policy Year

Whole Life Cash Value $ 7,850

Investment Fund

Tax Exempt, Full Commissions 8,918.80 Tax effect +1,149.54

Taxable, Term Commissions Only 10,281.72 Commission effect +2,512.48

Incl. Taxes and Commissions 7,769.24

20th Policy Year

Whole Life Cash Value $17,800

Investment Fund

" Tax Exempt, Full Commissions 25,870.02 Tax effect +$7,728.85

Taxable, Term Commissions Only 23,738.59 Commission effect +5,597.42

Incl. Taxes and Commissions 18,141.17
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Well, what does all this mean? As compared to term insurance, federal income

taxes emerge as the most harmful element in the cost of permanent insurance.

Of course, unlike acquisition costs, the tax bite grows beyond 20 years, and

becomes worse as interest rates continue to soar.

A number of the term and investment fund products are sold by companies that

pay tax on gain from operations. This tax position enables such companies to

pay high interest when the increase is fully deductible from the tax base.

In a sense, the tax law gives small companies a subsidy to get into the busi-

ness until their gains build to the point that they move into an investment

income tax position.

Much has been made of the tax deferral that permanent insurance enjoys. For

new policies, we find our marginal tax bracket on investment income is 25%.

According to the FTC report, 83% of tax returns filed in 1975 were at or below

a 25% marginal tax rate. Many of our customers would get a better price if

we let our customers pay the tax, and gave up tax deferral on policy interest.

But that is not a practical reality.

The tax issue is probably the first one to address because it offers the great-

est potential for price improvement and we are not likely to move away from

our Agency system. Low cost products have been wlth us for some time. As

other companies, we have improved the quality of service and financial coun-

seling Agents supply. We do not feel we have to meet the price of low cost

companies that fall to give the same service.

The term and investment fund tool was also employed to give annual year by

year interest rates. The interest rate is calculated each year that equates

the investment fund and the cash value.

The FTC report indicated that permanent insurance level (or Linton) annual

yields were low. We find that permanent insurance yields are deferred and

are competitive from the 4th year on. Interest returns on permanent insurance

fall into three phases. The first phase is policy years 1 to 3. Yields

during this period are negative. By the third year, the owner has borne most

of the acquisition expense, through dividend and cash value charges. In years

4-10 when cash values reach reserves, after tax interest rates are between 6

and 8%. Rates are improved by the rapid growth in cash values. Beyond

year I0, interest rates stabilize at about 6.5%.

This information is a powerful weapon against replacement, for once the

policy survives the third year, the owner receives a favorable after tax

return on investment. In contrast, a replacing Agent will point to the low

guaranteed interest and suggest the low values over the first three years

will continue into the future.

What do these pricing considerations mean? Inflation has played a key role.

It widens the relative cost differences for permanent and term insurance.

The industry has reacted to this trend in a number of ways.

i. Introduction of low premium term and deposit term products.

Small companies have garnered a comparatively large market

share by selling low cost term. This business is highly price

sensitive. Deposit term contracts show attractive returns on

the policy equity if held to maturity.
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2. A trend to low premium and low payment permanent plans.
As cash values are viewed as a poor investment, low cash

value whole life plans with corresponding low payments
have become popular.

3. Enhanced Agency support. The difference that sells a moderate
cost plan over a low cost plan is service. EDP support, improved
issue, claim turnaround time, portfolio flexibility all place
more powerful tools in an Agent's hands.

4. Policy Update program. Exchanging old contracts with low reserve
interest rates for current 4% contracts cuts income taxes.

5. Attractive Investment products. Total Life will be followed by
other contracts designed to shield investment income from taxes.
As yet, these plans are at best on the drawing board but the
future may see money market funds and high guaranteed interest
contracts.

6. Mass Marketing of small policies. Agents can afford to give
tailored service only on large policies, and the lowest face
amount deserving these services moves up with inflation. For
small policies which are a very important part of our business,
streamlined policies with few options and a marketing approach
that economizes on an Agent's time help control distribution costs.

7. Yearly Renewable Term to IOO. Recently, we introduced an extension
of the renewal a_d conversion privilege for our YRT plan. Long
range renewal and conversion features have become important for
some sales situations. The steep rates at high ages also make this

extension an interesting tool for demonstrating the value of
permanent insurance.

MR. CARPENTER: As a general comment, I noticed that there is going to be a
federal study on life insurance company income tax. I was thinking about that
because the nature of your remarks reflects the frustration of all of us as to
how we can compete, not only with each other but more importantly, with the

other forms of savings, especially if you are connected with a company that
is paying tax on taxable investment income. In the longer run maybe all things

will balance out, one way or the other. In the short run, taking a more prac-
tical approach, I do not know what we should do, The Universal Life concept

is a trend in and of itself. I do not quite agree with the comment you made
toward the end that it is a way to shield investment earnings from taxes.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: Total Life really does not shield investment income from

taxes. That is due to the phase the company is in. My concern was that I
did not understand why Total Life and these other contracts are so competitive.

MR. KOPPEL: Alan, I would like to ask a question that you asked me. If a
company has a Total Life insurance plan in its portfolio, can it eliminate
its other products or can it sell other products in its portfolio in competitlon,
and how does it avoid the problems in comparison between Total Life and other
more conventional policies in its portfolio?

MR. SIBIGTROTH: That is definitely an important consideration. Many companies
are selling these plans side by side with permanent insurnace plans.
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There is a different compensation pattern to reward agents for doing the ser-

vicing. I think many general agents are proposing Total Life when they know

that the case is being competitively bid and they cannot place the permanent

insurance plan that they had hoped to. I think this is havpening with some

frequency within the general agency force now. The problem is that an agent

cannot support his standard of living selling just Total Life by itself.

(He does not get the kind of compensation that he needs to support himself.)

So he has to try to sell something that pays more, if he possibly can. In

those cases where he does not want to walk away with nothing he will propose

Total Life. It is an interesting point that Life of California has found

that general agents, in contrast with brokers, are doing most of the selling.

Total Life has not been sold that heavily by security brokers. Another inter-

esting point is that Total Life is being sold with an average of about a

$i00,000 face amount and about a $1,500 premium. We do not know how much is

coating in as a lump sum after that, but it apppears as though it is being sold

like life insurance and not llke single premiumannuitles or a capital with-

drawal scheme which may draw concern from the IRS.

MR. JOHN E. TILLER: The next topic on our agenda is Level Premium Term to i00.

I am sure some of you have been wondering what this is. After all, we have

been taught that level premium insurance to i00 is whole llfe, complete with

cash values. One of the major benefits in a meeting such as this is the

opportunity to explore the future and consider possible changes in our legal

and regulatory environment. I do not want to start a long, philosophical

discussion on the values of permanent insurance versus term insurance, nor

have I a wish to become immersed in the controversies surrounding the FTC

reports or benefits which actually accrue to policyholders. Instead, I would

like us to open our minds to a different environment than that of today.

Those of you from Canada may already be aware of the product to which I refer;

the rest of us should look north for some new ideas. Canada does not have a

minimum cash value requirement. Our Canadian affillate, Occidental Life of

Canada, recently developed a Level Premium Term to i00 plan. This plan is

just what it sounds llke: term insurance with a level premium from issue

until age 100. There are no non-forfelture values and no endowment at age 100.

Removing these corollary benefits, results in a substantial reduction in

premium. Overall, the premiums are 30% lower than our most popular Canadian

Whole Life plan. Since commissions are basically the same on both plans, it

is safe to say the difference in rates arises from the difference in benefits.

To get some additional idea of the impact of removing the cash values and

endowment benefits, we did some analysis using Just a few basic assumptions.

Taking our normal annual renewable term mortality and persistency assumptions,

we developed GAAP natural benefit premiums for a level premium tc i00 policy

with and without cash values. These GAAP premiums include only policyholder

benefits, with no provision for expenses, commissions, taxes, dividends, or

profit. We developed ratios of premiums without cash surrender and endowment

benefits to those with such benefits. The resulting ratio was greater at

higher issue ages and less at lower issue ages, ranging from 68% at age 55 to

37% at age 25. Assuming a fairly standard distribution of business by issue

age the overall result was 53%.

The product approach is relatively conservative in some ways: issue ages range

from 16 - 65, normal underwriting applies, reserves are based on 1958 CSO at

4% with the Canadian valuation method and all normal options, supplementary
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benefits and riders are available. Unlike most term plans within the
Occidental portfolio, however, conversions to a "permanent" plan are not
allowed. As stated, compensation is fairly good, following the pattern of
most of our longer period term and permanent products. The minimum policy
size is $I0,000, with a second band at $50,000.

On the experimental side, one additional option is available. At each 10th
policy anniversary, the insured is eligible for a premium discount. The
discount is based upon proper evidence of insurability and applies over the
next i0 year period or until age 65. (Above age 65 the original issue premium
applies.) If a policyholder foregoes an option or does not provide satisfac-
tory evidence, all future options are forfeited.

I know of no other companies that have adopted this product. In talklng with
our Canadian Actuary, we found the product has attained good field acceptance.
The plan was first introduced in August with modest results. September sales
were about double those of August and in the first two weeks of October, sales
exceeded those of all of September.

This product cannot be developed in the U.S. under the current legal environ-
ment. Perhaps it should not be, or perhaps it would not gain market accept-
ance. However, given the problems in the llfe insurance industry today, the
high inflation rates we face and the growing use of term insurance w_th side
funds or annuities, this could be an extremely viable product. For many

buyers, Level Premium term to i00 could be a better way to provide long term
protection than either whole life or increasing premium term.

MR. KOPPEL: John, you compared the premiums under the Level Premium Term to
Age i00 with a whole llfe product. I wonder if the comparison should also
be made with a renewable term product with a golng-ln premium since this
is what is generally sold, at least in the United States. Have you any fig-
ures as to the comparative premiums in that regard?

MR. TILLER: The purpose of mY exercise was to compare the present value of
benefits. The incidence of premiums should make no difference in this.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: When I was doing work on asset shares I seem to recall that
when someone lapsed a policy we had a gain of the excess of the reserve over
the cash value in early years. You mentloned that you used the same persis-
tency assumption that you use for an annual renewable term plan. Would not
persistency improve if the policyholder has to pay a higher premium and
receives no cash values in the contract?

MR. TILLER: That is a very good point. We tried to keep this comparison
simple and probably overdid it. If improved persistency is taken into account
you should see a substantial increase in the benefit cost. The mortality
level should also improve, but the net impact on benefits is probably an

increase. Remember, my illustration is concerned only with net benefit costs.
Actual gross premiums are affected to a large degree by such things as expenses

and commissions and interrelated with persistency.

MR. CARPENTER: During a similar panel discussion at the Society Meeting in
Portland in the Spring of 1978, I discussed the potential marketability and
product design features of a plan I referred to as "Inflatable Term". In
reviewing that presentation, I notice that I made the claim that I had been
waving the flag for this kind of coverage for at least four or five years.
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Actuarially, that means that it has now been 5½ or 6½ years.

Although I see no need to repeat the particulars of the type of product or

products I discussed at that meeting, I believe it might be helpful to repeat

some of the reasons given for the potential marketability of such _roducts in
this era.

I believe we are going to continue to see inflation of at least 5% a year,

possibly indefinitely. I also believe that most consumers have resigned them-

selves to a similar conclusion. The consumer is now used to routine, periodic

price increases on most products and services he buys, and I think he is ready

for it in his life insurance program.

I also believe that the consumer likes options. He does not _rlsh to have to

make a decision of the importance of a life insurance policy purchase partly

because he feels he is making an irreversible decision. A properly designed

indexed policy with the availability of several attractive options could be

quite attractive, yet not as complex to administer as, say, Adjustable Life.

By the way, I believe that is equally as important that A_ents like policies

that have a lot of Pizzazz; and, typically, the home office marketing chal-

lenge is the agency force, not the consumer.

Since the Spring of 1978, we are aware of at least three companies that have

made an attempt to go to some form of indexed coverage along the lines I de-

scribed in Portland. Unfortunately, it would be rather farfetched for me to

attempt to take credit for these developments, since I believe the record

covering the Portland Meeting was not distributed until about six months ago.

We delayed its publication so that we could get the '79 year book out sooner.

The three companies I have chosen to discuss today must have either completed

or at least begun their work prior to that date. The three companies I have

chosen to highlight present us with a fairly good array of choice:

Mutual of New York began offering their consumer price index whole

llfe insurance policy at the end of 1978 and it is, of course, a

participating variety.

Sun Life Insurance Company of America introduced its non-participating

variety in the form of llfe pald-up at age 96 earlier this year.

Federal Kemper Life Assurance Company offers us another product

perspective: A revertible, renewable term to 95 that is indexed.

As I mentioned earlier, Mutual of New York's plan is a participating whole

llfe insurance policy. It offers the purchaser the automatic right to

increase the face amount on each policy anniversary, beginning with the second.

In calculating the CPI increase, the year is defined as beginning and ending

five months prior to the policy anniversary month. This allows the company

adequate time to perform all the necessary calculations and include the per-

tinent information in the premium notice applicable to the anniversary date.

The index is defined as that for all urban consumers, U.S. city average, all

items.

All the policyholder has to do to acquire the increase in coverage is to pay

the higher, billed premium. The premium rates utilized for the increased

amounts are the base rates applicable to the plan issued for the attained

age on the policy anniversary that the increase becomes effective.
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Minimum issue amount for the base plan is S10,000: the maximum _s $200,000.

There are, of course, some limitations. First of all, the minimum size of

any annual index addition is $500. Secondly, the maximum size of an annual

index addition, at the company's option, is limited to the lesser of 15% of

the total face amount of insurance in force and $30,000. In addition, the

index addition terminates under the following conditions:

Attainment of age 60

At the end of the grace period if the initial premium for the

current addition is unpaid

If the base pol_cy ceases to be in force on a premium paving basis.

The typical riders can be added to the policj. And you will be interested in

knowing that the waiver benefit does waive the premiums for all future index

additions, as long as the disabled _olicyholder continues to supply a written

request that the addition be added.

The Sun Life concept _s quite similar. Of course, the program is non-partici-

pating and the base policy is a llfe paid-up at 96. The CPI measurement per:iod

begins and ends four months prior to the policy anniversary month.

One interesting liberalization is that the policyholder, if he does not wlsh

to add the entire index addition, may choose to add only one-half of that

amount. Once he makes that decision, however, all future index additions will

be at one-half of the full index addition applicable to his policy.

The cost of the additions is, again, at the attained age rates per $i,000 for

the initial face amount issued. Note that this saves the policyholder the

policy fee. In addition, he gets the advantage of a basic per $i,000 premium

rate applicable to the slze of his original purchase, which typically should

be much favorable than if he were forced to buy an additional policy for, say,

$5,000.

Sun Life also allows the addition of the typical riders and their waiver

provision is similar to the Mutua_ of New York design.

Sun Life reserves the right to limit the cost of living increase to 15Z of

the amount then in force, or 35o,000, if less. In addition, they also reserve

the right to limit total CPI increases in force to three times the initial

face amount of the policy.

Sun Life is a little bit more liberal concerning termination of the cost of

living benefit:

The benefit terminates if the policyholder declines two

conseeutlve annual increases.

It terminates if the policyholder declines the increase

on three different occasions.

It also terminates at age 65,

It terminates if the base pol_cy ceases to be in force on a

premium-payin_ basis.
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In the latter part of 1978, Federal Kemper introduced Maxi/term, a large

amount ART plan with several evolutionary (and possibly revolutionary)

features.

Minimum amount is $250,000 or $!,000 of annual premix:, whichever is less.

Surprisingly, the cost of living option it carries is probably not its most

outstanding feature. _mxi/term is exchangeable on each fourth policy anni-

versary for essentially an identical policy with new, select rates, provided

the policyholder provides evidence of insurability, which is paid for by the
company.

The premium rates for this plan start out quite low, as one would expect, but

by the fifth policy year they are quite high (often significantly above '58

CSO net premiums), designed of course to cover the extra mortality to be

anticipated from the continuing group of policyholders who apparently were

not able to requa!ify for select rates. If you want a real challenge, try

to come up with a mortality assumption for this plan. But that is not why

I am here today: I am here to discuss indexed coverages.

Maxi/term _qll increase the face amount on each policy anniversary to reflect

a CPI adjustment, if the policyholder so requests in writing in the applica-

tion, or at some later date. The option to increase terminates upon _¢ritten

request or upon the disability of the insured.

The premium rate for the increased face amount would be the rate per $I,000

applicable for the policy year in question. And, all such cost of living

increases are eligible for the exchange option on each fourth anniversary.

In case you were wondering, it appears that the consumer price index is the

same one used by the other two companies discussed. One minor difference is

that the index year runs from three months prior to the anniversary month.

Possibly of more interest is the fact that the CPI benefit terminates if the

consumer price index for urban wage earners and clerical workers at some

point becomes unavailable or altered in such a way as to become unusable in

the opinion of the company.

MR. KOPPEL: I hate to sound like a walking commercial for Adjustable Life,

but as far as I know the three products that are currently issued, that is

the Bankers of Iowa, the Minnesota Mutual and now Combined, all have the cost

of living increase option in them.

MR. TILLER: The final topic for today is Revertible Term. This plan is known

under many different names -- Exchangeable Term, Select Term, Max_t erm.

Basically, it is an annual renewable term product with select rates for four

or five years and higher) ultimate rates thereafter. The insured may requal-

ify, with evidence, for new select rates at the end of each select period.

About six months ago one of the nationally circulated actuarial recruiting

brochures contained a comment by a fictitious chief executive that his actuary

was a person who looked both ways before crossing a one-way street. Most

actuaries see the humor in this comment, but I am not sure enough of us are

looking both ways before crossing the street to Revertible Term. It is very

easy and natural to look at increasing sales potential and then find a scenario

where this plan will be justifiable, go,ever, this plan, to me suggests more

problems for our industry than any other ! have ever seen. I have heard

several responsible executives and actuaries remark that there was probably
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more reason for industry and regulatory groups to consider banning this prod-

uct than there was for deposit term, for example. This remark evolves from

the type of and in some cases, lack of, guarantees to the insured after the

Select period.

This attitude will disturb many of you, but let me try to explain it. Inci-

dentally, my comments are mine alone and do not necessarily reflect the

opinions of my company. Revertible may be sold in some instances in a profi-

table and responsible manner. My purpose is to spotlight some potential pit-
falls.

Current thinking appears to be that the low select rates, combined with the

reentry provision, will improve persistency. I first saw such a select and

ultimate ART about slx years ago when one of our reinsurance clients developed

a seven year select ART plan. This plan had extremely low gross premiums in

the first vear, but by the fifth year -- still in the select period -- rates

were well above the market. Ultimate rates were probably twice "normal" ag-

gregate ART rates. One of our actuaries pointed out that this would probably

result in very poor persistency; he was exceedingly correct.

A few years later, the question of deficiency reserves on annual renewable

term was of great concern. To get around this, some companies developed a

plan where the rates were not guaranteed after the fifth year or were guaran--

teed not to exceed a certain maximum. That maximum, of course, was not defl-

cient. The plan was to renew at the lower scale every five years, thereby

requiring deficiency reserves for only the five year period. There was room

for abuse with this concept, but it seemed to be a sensible solution to a

technical regulatory problem.

About two years ago, a company introduced Revertible Term as a marketing tool

with an emphasis on rewriting the plan every five years at a relatively low

select rate. Soon the concept began to spread as many companies felt a need

for such a product to protect their market share and sales growth and to tie

the agents to them.

Something else has happened in the evolution of this product. The earliest

version sold did not have the reentry provision. The first plans with that

feature were five year select; many are now four year select. I think the

direction we are headed is relatively obvious and I believe a one year select

plan with annual reentry has now been introduced. Perhaps this is Just the

first step in moving the life industry toward the casualty insurance concept

where the business belongs to the agent, cor_misslons are basically level and

risks are reunderwritten every one to three years. One colleague has suggest-

ed we should design a product with no renewal guarantees and reunderwrite every

year. The first reaction, of course, is that expenses would be prohibitive,

but if new underwriting techniques and compensation systems are evolved, the

idea might not be unreasonable, at least for some segment of the market.

Well, I have strayed away from revertible term. Perhaps I should discuss

some of my concerns about this plan. To me, it seems impossible to make

reasonable assumptions. During the select period, there is no particular

problem, but when the reentry privlsion becomes available, a Ouija Board is

needed.

The first question concerns who pays for the new evidence -- the insurer or

the insured? If the insured is asked to submit evidence at his own expense,
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as some companies do, it is to his advantage to a_ply to another company

which will give him a new policy at its expense. The only valid possibility
is for the company to pay for any evidence required. But, what evidence

should be submitted? Should a very high non-medical limit apply or should
we ask for a medical everytlme? The latter involves much more effort on the
part of the insurer and some problems for the agent. A non-medical creates
additional work for the agent as he is required to get much detail.

Next comes the problem of co_issions. The first year commissions alone are
quite a problem. Some companies have tried a reduced commission approach;
others are going with full commissions. If you do not pay relatively normal
commissions, the product will probably not be sold by your field force. It
should be remembered this product is not sold in the '_om and Pop" market
across the kitchen table. These are high minimum policies and are mostly
sold in the true brokerage market where there is little loyalty of agents.

The major commission problem occurs in the reentry years. Assume for a moment
that reduced commissions, say one-half of the first year rate, are paid. The
agent is doing some work, perhaps as much as a new sale except for the initial
prospecting, but he is receiving only half as much compensation. Why should
not he take the client to the nearest competitor and offer him a new policy,
complete with a new physical at the company's expense, and get a full commis-
sion?

The relationship of the reentry commission to the regular renewal rate is
important. With a large difference in select and renewal premium rates, it
may be to the agent's advantage not to rewrite the plan, especially when
several years are considered.

Persistency is perhaps easier to predict. During the select period, persis-
tency should be similar to that of any other ART product and will probably
be a little better than a new issue during the select period following each
reentry point. At each point where reentry is available, there will be addi-
tlonal lapses, just as there are with every 5 C&R and I0 C&R product in the
market. Persistency of the ultimate group is a function of the underwriting,
marketing and premiums at point of reentry. If very strict underwriting
standards apply, then persistency among those going into the ultimate catego-
ry will probably be low since the better lives can find cheaper Insurance
with the competition. If reentry underwriting standards are fairly relaxed,
persistency should be extremely good on those who reach the ultimate category.
I base this on the belief that the only people who will then accept the high
ultimate rates are those who are highly impaired or uninsurable. To this
group, anything close to a standard rate Is attractive. Unfortunately, it is
probably Impossible to charge enough to cover the mortality -- the higher the
ultimate premiums, the greater the likehood of the better lives lapsing.

Now we come to the real cruncher in setting assumptions -- mortality. Some
actuaries have said few Insureds will take advantage of the reentry provision.
If so, there will be little additional mortality in the ultimate group. How-
ever, considering that these polleles are sold in a high average size market
and can be rewritten for full cou_nlsslons elsewhere , which is to both the

policyholder and agent's benefit, I think the reentry option will be exercised
quite frequently. This Implies extremely bad mortality for those on the
ultimate route.

This additional mortality assumption Is the most difficult part of the plan.
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If the assumption on the original issue block is 100% of 1965-70, the combined

mortality of the select and ultimate sub-groups should always be about IOOZ

of the appropriate duration rate. If only _0_ of the lives qualify for the

reentry provision (at 109% of the new issue age first year select rate), the

extra mortality on the ultimate block ranges from 7% for attained age 30 to

23% at 60. These results are reasonable and probably justify this product.

However, if 60Z reenter, the additional mortality ranges from 25% at age 30

to 80% at age 60. For a 90Z reentry rate, the range is 148% extra to &81%

and all this without assuming intelligent selection on the part of the policy-

holder, additional lapses caused by rate discontinuities or a_ent's compensa-
tion,

Another point to be considered regarding mortality is intelligent selection

by policyholders. This product is an excellent purchase for a policyholder

who will be healthy all his life. If a buyer can select for this and a

marginal substan4ard risk sel_ct against it, we could get a superior _rou9

of risks. At least this is a positive possibility.

Yet another major problem in setting mortality assumptions is in determinin_

the reentry rate by age and duration. In most of my work I assumed the per-

centages who would reenter to be roughly the same by age. Dave Ca_ ,enter

recently pointed out that this probably is not tl;llLe. The percentage of people

who develoo underwriting impairments in a given year increases with age;there-

fore, the percentage of people who qualify for reentry -- _xether elected or

not, would be higher at the lower ages. On the other hand, more premium can

be saved by reentry at the higher a_es.

In short_ I do not think it is possible to set ultimate rates with which

everybody will feel comfortable. The disparity in pricing of products in

the market already reflects this. Occidental Life and its affiliate, Trans-

america Life and Annuity, introduced the ART-IO0 policy about four years a_o.

This was the first, at least that I was aware of, annual renewable term policy

which could be renewed to age 100. This was a relatively solid product, but

it had certain points where 1965-70 ultimate mortality exceeded the premiums.

Using this as a guidepost, if there is any adverse mortality in the ultimate

block of Revertible Term then these rates are inadequate. I have seen ultimate

rates varying somewhat less than this level to approximately twice its level

-- quite a difference.

Finally, there is a regulatory problem. Just today I learned that there is

concern whether deficiency reserves should be based on the select or ultimate

scales. Also, it seems impossible to believe that risk classsification issues

would not be raised at reentry, especially for those plans where the reentry

conditions are not specified in the policy form. It is _onceivable that in

such circn_stances, a company would be forced to accept reentry on all lives at
standard rates.

MR. SIBIGTROTH: I wonder if Revertible Term,when you look at the five year

period in which you have to recover all your costs, is more expensive in the

long run than YRT. With YT[T, acquisition costs do not recur , whereas you

periodically pay first year compensation on Revertible Term plans. We find

that in many of our larger sales the people who buy the products look at the

longer cost implications. Have you found this to be true in your clients?

MR. TILLER: Frankly, most high amount ART plans are sold for about

a three to five year period. _en we amortize annual renewable term acquisi-

tion expenses over 20 years we must consider this fact. My concern with
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Revertible Term Is really more that we are guaranteeing something which can

blow up on us.

_. CARPENTER: The more I play around with Revertible Term type coverages,

the more I realize that it is not lust the mortality that bothers me. John

brought that point home to rest very well In discussing the need to massage

persistency assumptions and everything else. The more I look at the plan

the less sure of myself I become. It rem_nds me of a sayln_ that "Fools rush

in where actuaries fear to trend". But seriously, there has been a lot of

worry over proper mortality assum_tlons, and I still am not really convinced

that anybody has a procedure that makes me feel comfortable.




